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The Purpose Of This Book
And the main reason you’re not successful

In short, the purpose of this focus workbook is to help you activate the
mental state known as “Deep Work”
Deep Work is the scientific term for being in “The Zone” and having a
Laser-targeted, lethal sense of focus and hyper-productivity to
accomplish large amounts of productive work in a short span of time.
There is a myth and common misconception that humans only use 10%
of their brain. This, however, is not true, but only in a physical sense… It is
true, however, that 95% of humans go about life using less than 50% of
their measurable IQ due to their brain being reprogrammed for
distraction and instant gratification.
The most successful and the most downtrodden individuals in the world
both have one important thing in common…
Time.
24 hours in a day. 7 days in a week.
The difference is how they leverage it. We’re all aware there are people
who work tirelessly for 16 hours a day and every year they stay just within
the grasps of poverty. But I personally know many people who work 4-5
hours a week and make 7-figures annually.
This book is going to show you have to unlock this hyper-productive
mental state known as deep work.
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My company Deep Work Labs is dedicated to helping entrepreneurs and
professionals in any space unlock their full IQ and accomplish massive
amounts of work in days instead of months or years.
The main way to achieve this is by having a deepened sense of focus and
priming your mind to be in a hyper-productive state. You’re going to
learn various ways to activate deep work on demand by transcending
yourself and reverse engineering your brain for success.
I’m going to not only be sharing my 7 years of personal growth
experience but some of the most important knowledge and advice I’ve
been given from my personal mentors and how you can practically apply
these principals to your own life.
It’s important you understand the power of these deep work principals.
An average person with little to no experience who understands and
applies these principals will run circles around someone with a 4-digit IQ.
I’ve seen countless students go through our training products and apply
what I’m about to condense into this short book and fundamentally
transform their lives in a matter of months.
(And as a small reminder and an example of how productive activating
deep work can be, I wrote, edited and published this book in one day…)
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Confronting Your Inner Devil
The one true reason you’re not successful

Most people reading this book will be entrepreneurs or some other type
of artist, creator, freelance worker, charity worker, leader, etc.
Whether you already own a business that has plateaued or you’re just
trying to make your first few thousand a month online and nothing seems
to work this can be what finally takes you to that next level you’ve been
hungry for.
The fact is it is very easy to build a $10,000 - $40,000 A month business if
you have an internet connection and do what I’m about to show you. This
is the one principle you need to understand and the number one reason
you’re not successful. Period.
Your subconscious mind has been brainwashed for failure by the modern
world and you need to rise above this noise to dedicate your finite
energy into the success of your business/mission and your own
fulfillment.
You need to transcend yourself and your mind to step back and take an
objective look at your thoughts and how they’re affecting you to develop
this Laser-targeted focus we call deep work.
I promise you that you’ve already found the business model or “method”
that works for you. The problem was not that it didn’t work, that model
was “dead”, some algorithm changed or my favorite, it was too
“saturated”. Whatever bullshit excuse you made to your self that wasn’t
the reason you failed.
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The reason you had no success with any business model in the past is
your time, your focus and your finite amount of energy was split too many
ways to make it profitable.
This book is the blueprint on how to change this.
Every time I talk about this I like to use genius and billionaire Elon Musk
as a real-world example of just how important this is.
During a crucial time for both Tesla Motors and his rocket company
Space X, there was a point when Elon was famously sleeping on a couch
in his office for weeks on end and he claimed to almost bankrupt both
companies because he split his focus and energy between both at the
same time.

If genius, billionaire Elon Musk failed to successfully split his time
between two things, what makes you think you can be successful in
splitting your focus between 37?
Matthew Sabia
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Sadly this is the norm for the modern day “entrepreneur” who somehow,
doesn’t actually make any money…
You know exactly who I’m talking about.
In a recent webinar I hosted I created the perfect example.
Let’s call him, Chad Broski…
I swear I get followed by this same person a hundred times a day on
Instagram and each bio is more insufferable than the next…
This neurotic do-everything mentality that lets these absolute frauds who
love to stroke their own ego and become intoxicated in the culture of
entrepreneurship while never making a single dollar or running a real
business.
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These people are the exact reason you will rarely hear me call myself an
entrepreneur outside of the literal definition. And anybody who does is
lying to you.
Look at it this way…
Imagine you’re the quarterback of the Miami Dolphins football team.
If Someone asked you what you do, what would you tell them?
“I’m a sports player”?
Of course not. Anybody in their right mind would look at you funny and
inquire further.
You would say “I’m the quarterback of the Miami Dolphins”
The strange reality is, we tolerate this strange behavior when it comes to
being an entrepreneur and self-identifying as one is perfectly acceptable
to most people.
If you’re truly an entrepreneur and run a real business that makes real
money you’re going to identify as the CEO of ABC company and how you
provide XYZ service.
This plagues social media including YouTube in particular.
There are seemingly thousands of 17-year-olds jerking off in their mom’s
basement that teach you how to make money online calling themselves
“entrepreneurs”, but we never find out what business they own.
Isn’t that interesting?
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So what’s my main point with all of this?
Shiny-Object-Syndrome mixed with your lack of self-awareness is
destroying your ability to become successful in any capacity. Jumping
from one trend to another.
Hoping the latest “method” is the one that’s “finally going to make you
rich” is the easiest way to stay broke for the rest of your life.
Again, the richest and poorest individuals on this planet have one thing in
common.
24 hours in a day and a finite attention span to dedicate to what you so
choose.

Splitting your time between more than one business will cause you to fail
miserably.
Period.
Matthew Sabia
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Start Simplifying And Treating
Your Life Like A Video Game
Why people win in games and lose in real life

I’m sure the majority of peel reading this book have played The Sims or
some type of video game similar to it.
If not, The Sims is a life simulation game where you create, customize and
take control of either one or a family of virtual people before simulating
their life in a virtual world.
Complete with developing various skill sets, careers, buying and building
houses, cars and other material possessions to a fairly realistic degree.
Well, the difference between the way people act in these games vs how
they operate in their real life has always fascinated me…
The way that most people choose to play the game is taking a new
character from a humble beginning to extreme wealth and prosperity by
making them work 20 hours a day in one career, leveling up skills by
practicing for 8 hours, slamming 5 cups of coffee and studying for
another 8.
But in the real world, their lives couldn’t be more different.
They obviously know what success requires and have the ability to
recreate it on paper, simulating it in the game.
Why is this?
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Sure there are some obvious differences like the shorter time span inside
of the game vs the real world, but what’s the big disconnect?
The difference is the person in the game isn’t limited by the discomfort,
emotions, and fears like they are in the real world.
When people are allowed to transcend themselves it becomes easy to
reverse engineer success. It’s easy to play god and construct the perfect
life if you don’t feel any of the sleep deprivation, the hunger, and the
stress that it requires.
It’s so easy to optimize the different life meters for your visual character
and exercise extreme self-discipline when you have complete control.
That virtual character isn’t
a prisoner of their own
mind and consciousness
like we are. Being fed
doubts, fears and making
decisions based on
emotions rather than logic.

Well, the goal of this book is to help break those chains and help you
take control of your own life in a similar way.
To transcend yourself and take an objective look at what’s keeping you
from success and the practical steps to achieve it. By the end this book
you will have a mentality closer to that of a billionaire or world leader and
have the skillset to maximize your days the same way you would playing
The Sims.
So let’s jump right into it.
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The Cancerous Eﬀects Social
Media Has On Your Mind
How social media has slowly rewired your brain

This is one of the few downsides of the abundance we see in most of the
modern world. With access to all of human knowledge at our fingertips
and being connected to the world 24/7 through social media our brains
have been reprogrammed to need constant dopamine hits (instant
gratification).
Every time another push notification pops up on your phone a small hit of
dopamine (the main chemical in your brain that signals pleasure/reward)
is released and a neural-pathway is either created or dug deeper.
Now, don’t get me wrong, social media is one of the greatest human
inventions that has transformed and further democratized the world, but
just like fire, there is a very productive and very dangerous way to use it.
In fact, I applaud some of the greatest entrepreneurs of our time like
Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook Founder & CEO) for engineering these
addictive properties into their product to become this effective
If it weren’t for these very principals businesses like mine wouldn’t be
nearly as successful. If it weren’t for platforms like Facebook exploiting
these biological exploits in the human brain and collecting the mass
amounts of data from their users the world would be a much less
prosperous place. (I’ll go into this more a bit later in the book.)
I simply use it in my favor instead of being on the consumer end of the
equation and I want to teach you how to flip this around too…
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Before I get into the practical steps to start reversing your relationship
with social media I want to quickly touch on one of the more nuanced
ways social media has a toxic effect on your mental health that nobody is
talking about.
You’ve probably read, even if just a headline about the spike in
adolescent suicides over the past decade. There are clearly multiple
causes for this and I’m going to do my best to not oversimplify this issue,
but my personal opinion of this can't help but attribute a large part of this
crisis to social media.
How so?
We live in a world today where we’re bombarded by images and video of
our friends, family members and mainly celebrities (“influencers”) that are
meticulously curated, edited and produced to showcase only best
moments of their daily lives.
The saturation of type of content showing everyone you can name living
their best life slowly becomes our reality. And when we look in the mirror
every day and reflect on our own lives we see something so juxtaposed
to that and it must mean we’re flawed, different, inadequate to everyone
around us.
Logically we may know this is far from the truth, but we’re not logical
beings. Our mental state is heavily driven by emotion and therefore our
work and our business is driven by our mental state.
We don’t get to see the unedited images of that model when her skin
broke out the morning of the photo shoot because she binged on her
favorite comfort food breaking the diet plan she’s been promoting
because she got rejected by some guy the night before.
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We don’t see sleepless nights, 16 hour days and soul-crushing anxiety the
entrepreneur had to endure just to take that photo in front of the
Lamborghini or in that private jet, showing you the end result of their
struggle.
We’ve been given tools to construct any type of false narrative we wish
and showcase it to the world right from a device that fits in our pocket.
And I want to wrap up this point and bring it even closer to home… It’s
more than just the feeling of inadequacy social media can breed in our
minds, but the fact that our brains are not wired to manage more than a
couple of dozen social connections (at least in a healthy way).
The very concept that we have a fairly accurate idea of what any given
individual is doing at any given time puts more strain on our mental state
than realize and has so many negative health effects.
Let me put it like this… How many times since you downloaded this book
have you checked their Instagram story? You know who I’m talking about.
Whomever your current muse is.
Maybe they went out last night when they told you they stayed in. Who’s
the guy/girl sitting next to them? Oh god, are they sleeping with them?
Better find that person’s now profile and check their story next.
Congratulations. That sinking feeling you got was your body releasing a
flood of stress hormones that can cloud your vision and wreck your
productivity for the next couple of hours. And don’t tell me you won’t be
thinking about this for the rest of the day repeatedly breaking your focus.
Removing social media from your life (as a consumer) has a profound
positive effect on your mental health. Your mind has not evolved the
capacity to process everyone else lives on top of your own.
Matthew Sabia
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How To Develop A Healthier
Relationship With Social Media
The practical steps to tame the hungry beast

Something different you’re going to notice about my social media
profiles is how I follow exactly 0 people. On Instagram, Twitter and
the only reason I have a personal Facebook account is the manage
the various coaching groups we run at DeepWork

There is nobody so important to me that I need to know what they
ate for lunch today, see one of their boring vacation photos, a video
of their cat or read some mindless quote they posted.
Anybody that important to me plays a bigger role in my life than
they would on social media. I see my closest friends and family
regularly during the week and I certainly don’t need social media to
keep tabs on my significant other.
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Now simply not following anybody on social media still doesn’t
mean it can’t be a distraction. You’re still going to be notified of likes,
comments, direct messages and my personal favorite, comments
telling you to check your direct messages (as if they don’t go to the
same phone).
The best way to eliminate this mindless information and flood of
time wasting distractions is to go into your phone’s settings and
disable notifications for all the social media apps you have installed.
This includes disabling “badges” which are the number counters
that typically overlay the app icon signaling you have notifications
waiting for you.
These are just as toxic and slowly program your brain to get excited
when you read them.
I think it’s sad I need to write this next piece of advice, but I want to
make sure I’m helping everyone who reads this.
Anybody who has an issue with you unfollowing them, not liking or
commenting on their posts or watching their stories to any extent is
a toxic person.
Period.
Anybody who would value something as petty a that needs to be
removed from your life ASAP. Just consider it part of this whole
process.
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Now I want to reiterate how much I do love social media and what
an incredible tool that it really is. I know I spent the entire first part of
this book explaining how it can become toxic and how to remove it
largely from your life, but I absolutely do not hate social media.
I’m strictly talking about the toxic nature of being on the
CONSUMING end of social media.
My personal social media regularly generates me $30,000+ a month
in free traffic and my paid social media traffic mainly from Facebook
and YouTube ads generate 7-figures of revenue every year for our
business. And that’s only the practical number I can put down on
paper.

“Spectators pay and players get paid.” - Grant Cardone

Having a large social media following is one of the most valuable
assets you and/or your business can obtain and I would go as far to
say social media is the greatest thing to happen to business and
commerce in general since the invention of currency itself.
Having the ability to walk into a room or join in a meeting and have
opportunities unlocked by saying (in the most respectful and
humble way) “hey, it’s me” is a nice asset to have in your arsenal.
I can tell you this from personal experience.
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Regardless of your personal opinion on the Kardashians, they are
geniuses when it comes to leveraging social media to build an 8figure empire. The best example being Kylie Jenner becoming the
world’s youngest billionaire in human history using nothing but her
Instagram presence to drive sales in her cosmetics company.
You need to flip your relationship with social media to becoming a
PRODUCER instead of a CONSUMER of it.
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Put Down Your Phone
developing a healthier relationship with it

Don’t think you’re addicted to your phone? Go 3 days without it.
Social media may be the main thing we use our phones for, but it’s
certainly not the only thing and I’m going to get my biggest and
occasionally my most controversial point out of the way first…
Stop pretending you value your time in the slightest if you make or
accept phone calls of any type. This is the most inefficient, archaic
form of communication that has overstayed its welcome in the
modern world.
I have not made or accepted a phone call of any type in the past 4
years and the occasional video or audio call I may have engaged in
was purely recreational and I wasn’t pretending I was being
productive in any way shape or form.
This is a hard line in the sand I draw in both my personal life and
especially when it comes to my business. I will choose whether or
not to associate with someone or conduct business with them strictly
on whether they prefer to talk on the phone.
Not only is this a boundary I have for my own life and my own time,
but it tells all the information I need to know about the other person
and how little they value their own.
If someone can’t respect their own time, why would I expect them to
value mine? Fool me once, shame on me. Fool me twice… you get
the idea.
Matthew Sabia
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Over the past ten or so years, we have essentially perfected
communication with tools like iMessage, Facebook Messenger,
WhatsApp, other messaging apps. I’ll even throw email into this
same group to some3 extent.
You have every tool at your disposal to deliver all the information
you need and convey the exact tone and sentiment you desire.
Speaking of, let’s accept that Emojis are part of human language
now. I knew this the moment a 69-year-old business partner of mine
included the heart eyes Emoji in a Stripe invoice.
I mention this because one of the top pushbacks I get on this
argument is “But text messages can be taken the wrong way, you
can’t hear the person tone of voice” etc.
My simple response is always: Why is it MY fault you don’t know how
to communicate? Learn to conduct yourself more clearly.
The second most common rebuttal is something along with the liens
of “But what if it’s an emergency?”
My response: I am not a first responder. I am not a paramedic,
fireman or police officer. Why would you call me in the case of an
emergency?
Also, the last thing I want to do in an emergency is have one hand
stuck to the side of my head and no access to my phone’s maps/GPS
or other tools I may actually need in said “emergency”

Matthew Sabia
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Some other practical reasons you should avoid phone calls in your
business is the simple fact of how egregiously inefficient it is.
Not only does it take 5 to 10 times longer to convey a simple piece
of information over the phone, but there is also no record of that
information to act upon and reference when you’re done.
I can see why this would be the communication method of choice
for someone conducting illegal activity, but it has no place in your
business.
And did I mention that Jeff Bezos, Amazon founder, CEO and richest
man on earth agrees with every point I’ve been making? Jeff Bezos
even takes this one step further and does not allow any type of oneon-one meetings inside Amazon’s offices.
So what should you do about this? How can you transition away from
making phone calls?
Simple.
Just like we did earlier with your social media apps, you can disable
all notifications for the phone app and FaceTime app on your phone
as well.
A couple of other quick tips I can share are forwarding calls to your
number to an inactive one and some service providers allow you to
regularly change your number with a single click.
I do this every 3 months just to be sure nobody has my it and can
steal my time.
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Another practical piece of advice I’ll give you is simply setting your
phone to airplane mode (disabling all cellular, wifi and bluetooth
connections) and setting it down in a drawer for 80% of your day.
The only select times I normally use my phone are:
• Shortly after I wake up and I’m midway through my morning
routine (which I’ll touch on a bit later) to check my messages, the
weather and reply to any students who have urgent questions
inside my accelerator program.
• During my daily workout whether that’s weight training or running
to listen to podcasts, music or audiobooks.
• To post something (work related) on my personal or business
Instagram accounts before it goes right back in the drawer. As Joe
Rogan put it on an episode of his podcast, the “Post and drop
technique”
• When I leave the house/office for any reason whether that’s a
social event or business related. Then I’ll have my phone on me for
pretty obvious reasons.
Other than those few select times my phone is again, off, in a drawer,
out of sight and out of mind.
You need to overcome the myth that society has subconsciously
planted into your mind that you must be accessible 24/7. Nobody
needs to contact you and steal your time whenever they feel like it.

Matthew Sabia
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This is what my phone looks like.
No notifications. No hundreds of apps. No distractions. My phone is
a useful tool built for a specific purpose which I determine myself.

Just like with social media, the smart phone is in the top 10 greatest
human inventions and has improved our quality of life on the level
as the printing press and the wheel, but is also like fire. You can use
it wisely or it can wind up using you.
So my advance would be to grab your phone right now and apply
these tips. Disable notifications (including for the phone and
FaceTime apps), delete any apps that you don’t use every single day
and condition it as a tool for your business instead of the toxic
distraction odds are it currently is.
Matthew Sabia
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Turning Your Computer Into A
Business Machine
Removing the distractions and time wasters

Now that you have a clear idea on how to optimize your phone for
productivity lets take a look at your regular computer which is
equally if not more important to your life and business.
Let’s start with the basic then I’ll share some apps and tools that I use
on a daily basis to help activate deep work while using your
computer.
I’m not going to reiterate every point over again, but most of the
advice I gave you about your phone applies here.
Here’s the short list:
• Both Apple computers and Windows machines now have do not
disturb functions. Enable them 24/7.
• Clear all the clutter and garbage from your computer including
apps pinned to your dock/taskbar, turn off their notifications and
remove any unnecessary apps and shortcuts from your desktop
• Train yourself to use and focus on a single app/window at a time.
There is no such thing as multi-tasking and any attempt to will
break your deep work state. Half-assing two things at once is not
productive.

Matthew Sabia
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Your New Toolkit Of Secret
Digital Weapons
Special apps and tools to 10x your productivity

What if I told you there were some simple push-button solutions and
tools to download that could instantly increase your productivity?
Well, there are.
In this section, I’m going to share some of the apps I have installed
on my personal and work computer to help activate deep work and
force myself to get more work done.
The first and most useful one is a free app called Self Control.
If you find yourself getting easily distracted online checking
Facebook, watching YouTube videos or any other website that’s
causing your mind to wander, Self Control can block them for a
specified amount of time.
This is more effective than you may think.
Self Control hard codes this block into your computer so closing the
app or a simple restart won’t give you access. Until the time runs
down the only way to regain access would be to reformat your entire
machine.
This is one of the best tools to help train your brain for focus.
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In addition to blocking specific websites you add to the “blacklist”
you can alternatively use the “whitelist’ for the opposite effect. This
tells Self Control to allow access to ONLY websites in the list.

This is a great option to force yourself to only work with one website.
For example: Maybe you want to force yourself to optimize your
Facebook ads so you can limit your internet access to the Facebook
business manager.
The third option is adding no
websites to the whitelist which
will disable your internet
access completely. This
includes your mail app, your
messaging apps, etc.
This is a great way to force
yourself to just write, edit a
video or anything else that
doesn’t require access to the
internet.

Matthew Sabia
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The next tool is an easy fix for a problem you probably don’t even
know you have.
Our bodies are built to follow a specific circadian rhythm and sleep
cycle based on the sunrise, and sunset.
Certain types of blue light signal to your brain that it’s time to wake
up, to be alert and active and the lack of blue light helps the mind
and body prepare for healthy sleep to restore and rebuild.
Unfortunately, in the modern world, it’s almost impossible to avoid
these bands of blue light between computer monitors, TVs, our
phones, tablets and other devices. It’s no wonder the average
person rarely if ever in their life experiences what a truly good
night’s sleep and full REM cycle feels like.
Luckily there are some secret weapons you can use to combat this
effect.

Today all Apple devices including the iPhone, iPad, all Mac
computers and a growing amount of Android devices have a “Night
Shift” mode which dramatically reduces blue light emitted from your
screen.
You’ll instantly feel an ease on your eyes when flipping it on.
Matthew Sabia
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But if your device isn’t capable of
this or maybe you’re using an
external display with your computer
you can download a free tool called
Flux to simulate the same effect.
Flux is a free app for both MacOS
and Windows that can slowly reduce
the amount of blue light your screen
emits as the day goes by, slowly
preparing you for a better night
sleep while reducing the strain on
your eyes.

Alternatively, you can also purchase various blue light blocking
glasses to wear 2-3 hours before bed. This will help block all blue
light that hits your eyes and not just your phone or computer screen.
After a couple of days, you
will see and feel a noticeable
difference in sleep quality,
reduction in tension
headaches and dry eyes.
If you’ve ever wondered what
those red tinted Bono-style
glasses you’ll occasionally
see me wearing are, now you
have your answer…

Matthew Sabia
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The third app I want to recommend is not as impactful as the last
two, but if you’re just starting on your deep work journey and
struggle with distractions or maybe you just suffer from some form
of OCD like myself, it can make your life a little bit easier.
The app is called HiddenMe.
It hides all of the icons on your desktop with a single click. From your
current project files, downloads that have been saved there,
connected storage devices and those other files.
Again, it’s a small little life-hack, but having a bunch of garbage
strewn across your screen while you're trying to work can be a real
distraction and it can’t hurt to set it up one time.
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Busy People = Broke People
One of the most obvious signs somebody is broke, sick and
impoverished in every area of their life is they’re always “busy”.
You know exactly what I’m talking about… Always going
somewhere, talking on the phone, running errands, shopping for
food, talking about food, eating food, watching Game of Thrones,
going to 5 friend’s birthday parties and other social bullshit. People
do this to trick their mind into feeling productive. It’s a type of
confirmed desperation and fear of facing the real world/problem.
In a recent webinar I hosted I used the example of Jeff Bezos vs the
average Amazon employee. The Average Amazon employee makes
about $15/hour while Jeff Bezos makes around $4,475,885/hour.

Do you think Jeff Bezos works 320,000 times harder than the
average Amazon employee or worked 320,000 more hours? Of
course not. Jeff Bezos has the same 24 hours in a day that you do.
He simply developed this laser-targeted, lethal sense of focus that
we’re covering in this book to maximize his production and leverage
the resources at his disposal.
Matthew Sabia
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Hacking Your Daily Routine.
Removing The Time Sinks
The 20% daily tasks that steal 80% of your time

For the next 3 days perform this simple exercise. Every hour
document and take a simple note of what you’re giving your time to.
At the end of the 3 days paste your notes into a spreadsheet
Next, I want you to make two separate categories. Things that move
you closer toward your goal and things that distract from it and
carefully color-code every item on the list.
Carefully study the final result which may surprise you and begin the
process of eliminating the unnecessary tasks from your daily routine.
Most people will find that 20% of their daily tasks take up 80% of
their time and contribute little to nothing toward reaching their
goals.
You’re also likely to see how most of your time is going to your
NEEDS instead of your long-term WANTS.
A good example of this I like to use is food. Food should not be
taking up more than 30 minutes of your day. However, most people
spend hours thinking about, talking about, buying, preparing and
eating food.
You should be eating to live, not living to eat. Start batch preparing
your meals one day of the week into simple repeatable servings.
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Another thing you’re going to realize looking at the results of your
little study is just how much time you’re giving away to others, or
rather you’re letting them steal from you.
I am not here to judge anyone's social life, but simply lay out the
facts and help you discover what you’re giving your time to so you
can decide for yourself what’s worth keeping and cutting out of your
life.
I myself spend a great deal of time with a few close friends, family
members and spend more time on social activities than it may come
across reading this book or consuming my other content. But this
never becomes a higher priority than fulfilling my mission and
completing my goals for the first 8-12 hours of the day.
I just don’t want anybody to look back at this part of their lives with
regret and realize how much time they’ve given up to people who
don’t even care all that much about them. Taking away time that
could have been spent focusing on your mission, building your
empire and changing the world in whatever way you see fit.
Earlier in this book, I used the example of treating your life a bit
more as if it were a video game like The Sims. Well one of those
important health bars you need to maintain is “social”
You don’t want to downplay social activities either. At the end of the
day, we’re social creatures and it has a measurable positive effect on
our mental health.
Just be very selective about whom you allow into your life and
whom you deem worthy of your time.
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The Hard Work Antinomy
Is hard work the key to success? Yes and no…

The myth that hard work is the ultimate key to success affects people
in different ways, but it affects everyone to some extent.
I mentioned earlier in this book that I know certain individuals who
work an average of 4 hours a week and make 3+ million dollars a
year and seen more than a few people who work their ass off pulling
multiple all-nighters a week who are struggling just to keep the
lights on.
Some people are simply confused about how to balance this and
others are completely crippled by it, feeling insignificant or lazy
because they take a single hour to themselves.
I’ve seen plenty of entrepreneurs who think the road to success is
paved with 16 hour days, no days off and the martyrdom of the
“grind” becomes a type of twisted badge of honor.
Others let the pendulum swing too far in the other direction
claiming the way to become successful is purely leverage and
believe they’ll become incredibly wealthy working a couple of hours
a week with little to no work.
The truth is both of these mentalities are wrong and the answer to, is
hard work and hustle the key to success is both yes and no…
It’s both and.
It’s an antinomy.
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Work is like the fuel you put in the car to reach your destination. The
car, in this case, being your business and the destination being your
ultimate goal.
It doesn’t matter how much fuel you put into the vehicle, how long
you drive or how fast you go if the car you’re driving has mechanical
issues and you're driving in the wrong direction.
Hard work is a small part of a much larger equation.
Earlier in the book, I mentioned Elon Musk being torn between Tesla
Motors and his rocket company Space X and how he wound up
spending weeks sleeping on a couch in his office for weeks on end.
He came to the revelation this was the wrong way to go about it and
admittedly almost bankrupted both companies.
Why?
He was splitting his time, focus and hours between two many
businesses.
Not because he was working too hard on them…
His hard work was split, inefficient and therefor unproductive and a
poor use of his time. Lack of knowledge or skills had nothing to do
with the problem.
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Sometimes, especially in the beginning, you’re going to have to put
in the hours and sleep on the couch in your office to take your
business to the next level.
This is especially true when you’re just starting out.
In the beginning, you’re not going to have any resources to leverage
other than your own time so you better be investing it in the most
efficient way possible.
Remember that success is not linear. It’s based on events and
making the right decisions. Not blood, sweat and tears alone. At the
end of the day, if you’re not getting a lot done, you’re not going
anywhere fast.

“If we both get on a treadmill together one of two things is going to
happen. Either you’re going to get off, or I’m going to die.”
- Will Smith

That has to be one of my all time favorite quotes and one I can
deeply relate to.
A person with little knowledge or experience who stays focused and
outworks the expert will always come out on top.
The market rewards your results and the problems you solve.
Not your title, experience or intelligence.
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I recommend you limit 85% of your work days to 12 hours.
This is the cutoff point where your conscious ability gives
diminishing returns and you’re doing more harm than good.
Not just to your business, but your time and your physical health.
Your brain has a set daily amount of stamina for problem solving and
cognitive ability. Studies have shown this stamina tends to only last
for 12 hours before you’re running on fumes and need a recharge.
As your day goes on the less of your IQ is in play so make sure
you’re structuring your day to get the maximum return from your
mental capacity.
Do your most important work, problem-solving and/or creative tasks
in the first 3-4 hours of your work day to get the best results. This will
be your primary deep work state. And don’t push yourself past 8-12
hours in total.
The average person’s mind has been engineered to not be effective
past the 4-5 hour mark, but using the training in this book and
applying the deep work principals to both your physical and mental
health this will increase week to week.
Soon you’ll be accomplishing more in a single day than you used to
in an entire week or maybe the whole month.
This is the main reason my students run circles around the average
“entrepreneur” and accomplish in one year what the rest do in 4-5.
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The Dangerous Power Of
Transcendence
You’re about to step into a whole new paradigm

I’m sure everyone reading this has felt that blissful sense of
accomplishment after a long work day and looking back at the fruits
of your labor.
This is how you’re built to feel every day of every week and your
brain is pre-wired to make you run this way.
We typically refer to Dopamine as the pleasure or happiness
chemical, but a more accrue description would be the reward
chemical.
This is how your brain digs neural pathways and wires itself to crave
certain actions including both mental and physical stimulations.
Every time you reinforce a habit either good or bad it’s like training a
dog and rewarding them with a treat. The more times it happens the
harder the pattern is to break.
Every day our brain is trained to attract or avoid different things
based on the information we’re feeding it. There are thousands if not
millions of neural pathways being dug deeper or being left to heal
every hour of every day no matter how impactful or insignificant.
Understanding the mechanics of your own mind and being able to
transcend your own mental state is one of the most powerful skills
one can ever acquire and use for good or evil.
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I’m sure you’ve heard of the concept of the “Law Of Attraction”
before. Right? Well don’t worry, this isn’t about to turn into one those
delusional self-help books, but this is the scientific explanation for
why the law of attraction manifests things in the real world.
We’ve all experienced this at least once.
You envisioned a particular scenario, conversation or other life event
taking place in your mind over and over and over again. You think
about it in the shower, while you're listening to music or doing literal
meditation on it.
Then weeks or months later it takes place in the real world.
If you’re the spiritual type you may give credit to god or “the
universe” guiding your steps or you can see this as nothing more
than a coincidence.
But the reality is you’ve been programming your brain, envisioning
and playing out this scenario in your mind so many times that
millions of neural pathways have been created to subconsciously
affect your actions to manifest that vision into your reality.
There is no fruity new age thinking here.
This is the genuine power your mind has to affect the world around
you and understanding this process and developing the skill of
training your brain through some type of meditation is extremely
powerful.
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Speaking of, let me quickly cover the topic of meditation before we
move forward.
It’s something I both get asked about a lot and something most
people have misconceptions about.
There are two main benefits of meditation. There’s intentional (or
traditional) meditation for Improved focus and mental strength. and
then there’s visualization which I just started to cover.
Intentional meditation as I call it is the process of isolating yourself
and your mind for 30-60 minutes each day and practicing focus
which is crucial for activating deep work.
Most people’s understanding of meditation is forcing your brain to
think about nothing, but common sense should tell you otherwise.
It’s physically impossible to think about nothing. If you did, you
would be dead.
Rather meditation is the process of first acknowledging each
thought that enters your mind and casting it away. Keeping your
focus on a single idea or as close to nothing as you can.
Think of this type of meditation as an exercise for your brain.
A mental session at the gym where you slowly straighten your brain’s
ability to focus and have stronger concentration.
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The second type of meditation is better referred to as visualization
or mental modeling. You probably perform this type of meditation
every single day without even realizing it.
Visualization is the process I mentioned earlier where you imagine
and replay specific life events in your mind over and over to the
point your brain begins to model your habits and thought patterns
to match.
You need to give your brain more credit and stop underestimating
the computing power it’s capable of.
The real way to unlock the true power of visualization is to:
A: Continue to do it every day. In the shower, at the gym, listening to
music or lying in bed.
B: Start doing it intentionally with a stronger focus. Start constructing
these mental models with more detail and more information. The
more data your brain as to go off of the better it can wire your
subconscious to manifest it into reality.
Instead of just seeing the scenario play out, start expanding on it.
How would a week leading up to that event play out for you? Where
were you at in your business that enabled this scenario to happen?
Who are the other people in this mental model and how did you
come to know them?
Start practicing both types of meditation and constructing your
reality on your own terms while increasing your functional IQ and
mental strength.
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Your Physical & Mental Health
Are Directly Linked
Raising your functional IQ through physical health

This is undoubtedly one of the most important sections in this book
and can make the greatest impact on your life especially if you’re
just starting out.
If you’ve been following me for some time now you’re probably
aware that fitness is a big part of my life, but I’ve never really shared
much about how much I value general health as well and how much
I can credit my professional success to it.
We need to stop lying to ourselves that physical and mental health
are not one and the same and directly impact each other.
I recommend taking a look at a great talk given by Josh Macin about
how he cured his crippling anxiety and depression through detoxing
his body and transforming his physical health.
Your mental strength boils down to physical structures, chemical
reactions, and electric impulses. All of which are fueled by what you
put into and how you treat your body.
If you follow 4 out of 5 of the following tips I’m about to share you
will see an extreme reduction in brain fog, an increase in short-term
memory, retention of information, the ability to activate deep work
more quickly and a measurable increase in your functional IQ.
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For the abundance, we’ve been gifted in the western world and
other places around the globe our relationship toward food and
nutrition is disgustingly uninformed and flat out toxic.
I’ll be sharing multiple things here, but the first and most impactful
practice I need to share with you is the benefit of intermittent-fasting
and how it has transformed my life.
To put this simply, our bodies are not built to be digesting and
processing endless supplies of food 24 hours a day like we’ve
become accustomed to.
Our ancient ancestors were not neurotically storing 3 to 7 small
meals in Fred Flintstone style Tupperware containers and consuming
them throughout the day.
Your day would be spent tracking, hunting and preparing one large
meal you and your family would consume in the late hours of the
day.
Today we call this very natural eating habit “intermittent-fasting.”
Postponing your first meal anywhere from 8 to 24 hours into your
day.
Not only does this keep our body is a mostly ketogenic state
consuming stored body fat for energy, but also increases your
bodies organic growth hormone, naturally keeps your liver and
other digestive organs in a healthier cleansed state and promotes
muscle development.
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The latter of those benefits are sent into overdrive by eating later at
night which a common myth tells people contributes to weight gain.
This is demonstrably false.
During your sleep, your body switches into maintenance mode
where it uses the nutrients provided to rebuild, heal itself and
replenish hormones and brain chemicals contributing to your
cognitive ability.
Because of this, your metabolism is higher while you sleep.
This myth originally came into being by a small handful of studies
showing a loose correlation between late night eaters and increased
body fat percentage.
These studies grossly over-simplified the results and overlooked
other elements contributing to the results. Mainly already
overweight and obese participants would lean toward unhealthy
options like snack foods containing high amounts of sugar, sodium
and etc.
The act of eating before bed itself was not the culprit here.
But moving on to the benefits of intermittent fasting and how you
can start transitioning yourself to this style of eating…
Your body has a finite amount of energy to dedicate to various
bodily functions including your mental capacity and problem solving
abilities. Digesting food is a long and energy intensive process.
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Why do you think you often feel more tired after eating a large meal
and uncle Larry passes out on the couch after Thanksgiving dinner?
Digestion puts a big strain and draws a lot of energy from your body.
If you truly want to activate deep work it’s going to require your full
mental ability and the energy to support it.
This is why intermittent fasting is so critical to maximizing your
productivity.
Not only do you not have to spend hours preparing food each day,
experience multiple health benefits and get to eat like a king or
queen every night, but you’re going to feel a sense of focus and
mental clarity you’re not used with your typical eating habits.
Personally, I fast for 24 hours every day (well technically 23, right?).
From the moment I wake up until right before bed I don’t consume a
single thing other than sparkling water and black coffee.
Both of which act as natural apposite suppressants. This helps a lot if
you’re just getting started and your body hasn’t adjusted yet, which
it will.
The majority of people’s bodies adjust to this new eating pattern
within 1 to 2 weeks. After that, you won’t even feel the desire to eat
until later in the day and your body gets used to this new habit.
So I highly recommend you start slow and make your fasted period
longer each week and work up to 24-hour fasts. Start with 8 hours,
then 16, 20 and work up to 24 hours as your ultimate goal.
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Every night I consume roughly the same meal, but you can be a bit
more flexible if you’d like. Just try and stick to clean protein,
vegetables and also a moderate amount of carbs to replenish your
bodies glucose levels which is also the main fuel source for your
brain.
The main thing you want to steer away from at all costs is processed
sugars of any type. But take it from me, breaking this addiction is
easier than it may sound.
Studies show that sugar has a similar addictive properties on the
human body as cocaine and other types of amphetamines.
Out of all the substances you may be consuming sugar has the
biggest detrimental effects on your mental power. Cutting out sugar
for just one week will show a dramatic boost in your ability to focus
and have a clearer mind.
Sugar is also one of the biggest drivers of inflammation which as
simplified as it may be, is the cause of nearly all illness.
Most people see other life-changing effects from cutting out sugar
as well. More energy in general, improved sleep, finding it easier to
get out of bed in the morning and many people report an increased
sex drive and feelings of enhanced vitality.
If this sounds like a hard addiction to break, I get it.
But take it from me that it’s not as bad as you may think. It will take
on average 1 month depending on how much processed sugar you
consume, but soon you’re not even going to crave it the way you
might today.
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Slowly your body is going to transition from using sugar to using
body fat which is a much more efficient fuel source. This is why so
many people feel an increase in energy after cutting sugar.
Your body is literally running on a better type of fuel.
I want to quickly move on to the different supplements I take every
day and the benefits they have, but I want to conclude the diet
section with two quick points.
The advice I gave both about intermittent fasting and cutting out
processed sugar are the most impactful changes you can make
which is why I chose to share them, but they are certainly not the
only ones.
And to make my lawyers happy, I should add that I am not a certified
health or nutrition expert and I’m simply sharing my personal
experiences, those of others I know and credible studies.
I highly encourage every one of you to take a deeper dive into this
rabbit hole yourselves to learn, test and experiment with what works
best for your own body.
The second point I really want to make to make for anybody feeling
a bit intimidated by this advice is this…
You should follow this type of lifestyle 90% of the time.
If you break your fast or consume something you shouldn’t a few
times a month for special events it’s not going to ruin your life or
reset you back to where you started.
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Just like all of my teachings, these tips are meant to improve your
quality of life. You need to live and enjoy yourself by having the
freedom to indulge every now and again. Just don’t fall off the
wagon completely.
As far as calories are concerned and how much you should consume
each day, it varies based on your body type and what your goals are
for your own physique.
There are 3 different calorie floors you want to hit depending on
your goals. First, you need to find out what your “maintenance”
calorie floor is.
This is the amount of calories your body needs to consume each day
to maintain your current body fat and muscle.
To do this take your current bodyweight and multiply it by 12 if
you're a female and 14 if you're a male. Men and women have
slightly different starting positions due to naturally different
metabolisms.
Example: A 200lb Man should be consuming about 2400 calories
per day for maintenance and a 130lb woman should be consuming
about 1600.
If you’re trying to build mass and put on muscle you should take
your maintenance calories and increase it by 200-350. If you’re
looking to lose weight at a healthy rate you simply do the opposite
and subtract 200-350 calories per day from your diet.
Pretty simple. Right?
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Nutritional & Nootropic
Supplements I Take Regularly
Substances I use to retain health and mental focus

Not a day goes by where somebody doesn’t ask me about this.
Either in a YouTube comment, Instagram DM or email so I think this
is a good place to finally address it.
There are some select supplements I take daily that I’ve found pretty
beneficial and I’ll list them all for you here.
The first thing I take during my mourning routine is a 200 - 500mg
dietary caffeine supplement. I’ve just never been a big coffee person
and I like to jump right into my day without making or driving to get
coffee, consuming it and waiting for it to kick in.
Occasionally I’ll enjoy a regular coffee at my desk to sip at
throughout the day, but I prefer to take my daily dose of caffeine in
supplement form.
I also take 400mg of L-theanine which is an amino acid that you can
reasonably call a mini-miracle drug. L-theanine noticeably increases
focus and mental alertness, controls blood pressure, increases
mood, improves sleep and supports immune help among other
small benefits.
L-theanine has a great symbiotic relationship with caffeine. When
taking both together they back up the benefits and reduce the side
effects of each other like jitteriness you may experience from
caffeine.
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The last supplement I take during the morning is about 200 - 500mg
of magnesium which helps you stay balanced and helps with anyone
suffering from anxiety which stems from a hereditary chemical
imbalance.
I personally suffer from clinical anxiety and magnesium helps
regulate this.
Now, what about later in the day?
The rest of these supplements I take directly before or after my one
meal to help with absorption into the body.
The first is a generic multi-vitamin. A lot of people rely on this as the
main source of various nutrients, but it’s not a true “supplement” for
getting them from your regular diet.
Multi-vitamins should be seen and taken as more of an insurance
policy to make up for dietary irregularity.
Next, I make sure to take 1800 - 2500mg of Turmeric with black
pepper extract to help with absorption and activation. Turmeric has
similar effects to CBD and reduces inflammation as well as heavily
regulates blood sugar spikes after consuming a meal.
I’ve personally seen a reduction in morning tension headaches and
the various effects of reduced inflammation throughout my body.
Finally, I take a combination of B12 and Biotin (another form of
vitamin B) which assists in energy production and promotes healthy
skin, hair, nails and etc.
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Lastly and what I get asked the most is what type of nootropic drugs
do I take other than L-theanine?
For those who don’t know, nootropics are substances specifically
designed to enhance brain function, focus and cognitive ability.
As of right now and I may update this book in the near future, I’ve
been experimenting with various nootropic drugs over the past year
and a half.
Some have had little to zero noticeable effects and others I’ve
considered continuing.
Until I can give you a more accurate and educated answer combined
with my own personal experience I’ll leave it at this…
I support the use of nootropic drugs and believe they will soon
become a staple of our everyday lives.
So much so that I have a long term plan of getting into the
pharmaceutical space myself and offering one or more of these
supplements through Deep Work Labs after I become more
experienced and educated in this field.
I encourage you to do your own research and experiment to find out
what works best for you until I can give you a more definitive answer
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My Morning Routine And Is It
Important For Success?
Is having a strict morning routine vital to your success?

There are countless videos, articles, and guides sharing the morning
routines of the worlds most successful individuals with a big debate
on whether they’re really important.
I think I can shed some light on this from my personal experience.
The short answer is no, a morning routine is not absolutely essential
to your success guaranteeing failure without one, BUT I think it’s
extremely impactful and can bring a lot of benefits to your life.
Your morning routine should prime your body and mental state for
the rest of your day. Noting more, nothing less.
You should wake up every day looking forward to your morning
routine and the positive effects from it, but not completely crippled
if you don’t have it (eg while traveling or temporarily on a different
schedule).
My morning routine goes like this:
As soon as I wake up I take both my tablet, my phone, my
headphones and 32oz water bottle I keep by my bedside into the
bathroom with me.
I do not check my phone or so much look at the notifications on the
screen until I’m a bit more awake. This is a hard line for me.
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I’ll prop up my tablet and put on something I enjoy listening to and
start my day on a generally positive note. Nothing too particular.
I’ll quickly take both 200 - 500mg of Caffeine, 400mg of L-Theanine
and 200 - 500mg of Magnesium before brushing my teeth and
washing my face.
By now I’m typically more awake and alert to address whatever is
waiting for me on my phone. Mainly text messages and the
notifications from my bank and other merchant account apps like
Stripe I like to keep on for a little morning dose of motivation.
I do not check email in the morning and have deleted the mail app
from my phone. I only check email 2-3 times per week and have no
real need to.
I’ll usually spend the next 25-45 minutes listening to a couple of
YouTube videos, checking various business stats and maybe looking
at YouTube comments if I’m in the mood before showering and
starting the rest of my day.
So as you can see, nothing too crazy or specific, but I do enjoy my
morning routine and look forward to it. It’s a productive and relaxing
way to put me in the right headspace to tackle whatever I have
planned for the rest of my day.
Again, your morning routine should be to prime your mental state
for the rest of your day. Not some strict set of rules you follow that is
critical to your well being like some people suggest.
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Taking A Dopamine Vacation
Using hard resets to jumpstart your progress

What I’m going to suggest here may verge on being extreme
especially in today’s world, but I promise it’s something you will not
only thank yourself for later but become a more mentally healthy
individual.
This is something I’ve done a couple of times and if you’re just
starting on this path of transcendence and rewiring your brain for
deep work it can really jumpstart your joinery.
So what is a dopamine vacation?
It’s a 24 hour period where you take a complete fast from dopamine
and your brain’s cocktail of other pleasure/reward chemicals.
A full day where you avoid anything pleasurable or extra stimulating
allowing your body to re-sensitize itself to more natural levels with
effects that can last for months on end.
The first day after taking a dopamine vacation will show a noticeable
increase in your mood, energy and most importantly motivation in
every area of your life.
Your brain is going to experience a more pleasurable reward for
completing work-related tasks and you’ll find it easier to finish a hard
workout at the gym.
Not only that but small day to day tasks will be more enjoyable and
you’ll have a renewed sense of patience completing tedious work.
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So how do you go about taking a dopamine vacation?
Once you schedule a day you’d like to do this it comes down to
some simple ground rules to follow. I’m going to give you a list of
do’s and don’ts
Things You Can NOT Do During a Dopamine Vacation:
• Use your phone, computer or electronic device of any type.
• Eat any type of food or beverage other than water. (Yes, this will be
a regular dietary fast as well)
• Take any supplements or stimulants of any type such as caffeine.
(necessary medications for medical conditions not included)
• Listen to any type of music or other media.
• No social activities or talking to others
• No reading books or other materials
• No workouts or exercise of any type

The goal of this is to take a break from anything you would
otherwise find stimulating or cause any type of pleasure/dopamine
release inside your brain and give your neurotransmitters a break
allowing your brain to effectively reboot it’s pleasure/reward center.
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Now, how about some things that are allowed on a dopamine
vacation?
Obviously, you’re not just going to sit in a chair and stare at the wall
for the full 24 hours.
Things You CAN Do During a Dopamine Vacation:
• Walk around outside. (If you live in a busy city with a lot of
stimulation, this one may be out of the question)
• Drink water (remember, no other beverages or any type of food)
• Meditate / Do some deep thinking
• Write / take notes with a pen and paper (no drawing pictures)

I know, that’s not a lot, but I promise you this will be a worthwhile
experiment and doing this 1-3 times a year can have very positive
effects on your mental health and psychological state.
This will be a chance to dive deep inside of your own mind and do
some self-reflection as well. It will give you time to work out
problems you have in your business and personal life which is why
you’ll be allowed to write with a pen and paper.
Just be reasonable and don’t do anything purely entertaining like
drawing pictures or anything you find too enjoyable which will
defeat the purpose of your dopamine vacation.
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The 3 Whys: A Formula For
Eﬀective Problem Solving
How to break down any problem in 3 steps

You can argue that business itself is another term for problemsolving.
A common saying goes: you get paid in proportion to the size of the
problems you solve.
As long as you find a problem to solve, you will never be without
work.
But problem-solving can be a very messy process as I’m sure you
know. So many entrepreneurs get caught up for days if not weeks or
months trying to diagnose a problem either in their own business or
for their clients.
But what I’ve found is that it seems like solving the problem is the
easy part and the difficulty is understanding what the problem
actually is.
So I wanted to add this short chapter and share with you the formula
I’ve used in my business for the past few years that can break any
problem down with 3 simple questions.
I call it “The 3 Whys” and it looks something like this…
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It tends to be that any problem and its solution only have around 3
degrees of separation from each other. Even very complicated ones
can be broken down this way if you stick to the formula.
Start by asking why you’re not getting the desired outcome.
Next, ask why this roadblock whatever it may be exists.
And lastly, ask why that part of the machine is malfunctioning.
Let me give you a real-world example of what this may look like…

The Problem: Drop in business’s monthly revenue.
Why is my business generating less income this month?
We’ve taken in less traffic and less sales.
Why have we taken in less traffic and less sales?
Our Facebook ads have become less effective.
Why have our Facebook ads become less effective?
We’ve scaled our campaign too quickly and raised CPCs.
The Solution: Re-optimize Facebook Ads to regain revenue.
I know… That problem really took a genius to fire out, right?
But you get my point and see how this simple 3 question formula
can take any problem and break it down into bite-sized pieces.
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Stop Apologizing For Success:
Lessons In Ruthlessness
Why this attitude breeds mediocracy and failure

This one is a bit of a personal pet peeve of mine when I see and hear
it come out of fellow entrepreneurs who cave in to societal pressure,
anti-progress fear mongering and toxic mindsets.
None of what you’ve learned in this book or our other training
products will do you any good as long as you keep apologizing for
your own success and feeling guilty about the results your business
generates.

I see and put an end to this every day in my own students. If you
really want to succeed you need to learn to do whatever it takes and
be ruthless with your business practices.
“Wake up every day acting like someone is working 24/7 to kick your
ass, because they are…” - Mark Cuban
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My goal with this business is to cultivate and turn you into savage,
spartan like marketers and business owners who don’t apologize for
their mission and success.
From here on out I want you to approach life and business with a
new mantra. The quote is from Logan Paul and it’s the first time I’ve
heard someone put this mentality so perfectly into words.
“Everything is a yes until it’s a no and even then it’s still possible…”
In most cases, it’s more beneficial to yourself and your business to
ask for forgiveness rather than permission. Take what’s your’s and
stop apologizing for it.
Another thing you should ask yourself every time you’re tempted to
back down is: “Are the opinions of others worth sacrificing the life
myself, my family and my team deserve?” And know that the answer
to this is a resounding, no.
Stop apologizing for your opinions.
Stop apologizing for your success.
Stop apologizing for monetizing your brand.
Stop apologizing for your marketing.
Stop apologizing for using every tool and leveraging every resource
and piece of information at your disposal to accomplish your goals.
Let me explain a bit more.
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For our parents and especially our grandparent’s generation it was a
nightmare to start a new business compared to how easy we all have
it today. Between hiring a lawyer, filing paperwork and waiting
weeks if not months to complete the whole process.
Developing, creating and distributing a good product was a miracle
in and of itself and let’s not forget this is all before attempting to
advertise your business gambling on expensive print, radio and TV
ads which also took weeks to set into action.
Today you can start and experiment with 7 new businesses,
complete with products, distribution channels, hyper-intelligent
marketing and make your first sale within hours.
But we continue to act ungrateful and apologetic for using the tools
at our disposal. Entrepreneurs and business owners continue to be
guilt-tripped by the media and by society.
Let me explain the biggest example that makes my blood boil.
Through the big data advantage advertising platforms like Facebook
and Google have given to us, you can predict consumer buying
habits in astonishing and excruciating detail.
Most people are aware that these big tech companies collect data
such as your name, location, email, phone number, etc. But as an
advertiser, we can leverage and deliver content to laser-targeted
audiences compiled from literal thousands of data points and pieces
of information about every user from their activity on and off these
platforms.
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The average database of information Facebook collects on a typical
consumer amounts to 400,000 data points and over 800mb of
information.
Every action a user takes is saved and added to this database.
Facebook and Instagram have recently integrated deeper tracking
for mobile devices. They now analyze the distance you hold your
phone to your face while viewing a piece of content, track every
micro eye movement you make to cross-reference with behavioral
data and determine a posts engagement.
Facebook knows your buying habits, every keystroke you’ve typed
on any device, every step you’ve taken, person you know,
conversation you’ve had and mass amounts of data silently collected
from your webcam and device’s microphone.
Facebook’s artificial inelegance has become so advanced it can
predict what you’ll name your first born child with stunning accuracy.
Facebook also collects a mass amount of information on consumers
who have never even visited their website.
Every web page that includes a Facebook share button allows
Facebook to begin tracking your information. So your browsing
history, your entire search history and any other useful information
stored on your computer or mobile device is saved and analyzed.
Facebook also runs periodic social experiments by curating different
types of content in user’s newsfeeds and observing their emotional
state and behavioral changes to build upon this data.
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Even better, Facebook, Google and others reply on third party
consumer data companies as well to fill in the gaps.
Accessing any last information tied to your offline in-store
purchasing habits and data tied to your phone’s sim card, bank
details, your social security number and analyzing your list of
contacts and how you interact with them.
Want to see an example of Facebooks AI analyzing your own
photos? Open any of your Facebook pics in Google Chrome, right
click and select “inspect element” and you’ll see just a small portion
of the data Facebook has recognized in your photo.
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Notice how Facebook’s AI understood exactly who was in that photo
without me tagging anybody? And that’s just the surface level data
Facebook has public on the front end of the website.
Pretty cool huh?
There’s a famous real-world example of this type of data being used
that circulated the news media a while back.
Through this type of customer data Target’s marketing algorithm
was able to predict a teenage girl’s pregnancy months before her
own family.
Target began mailing the young girl advertisements and
informational pamphlets about the specific stage of pregnancy she
was in.
This resulted in her enraged
father furiously storming into
a Target location demanding
answers with Target caving to
media pressure and
artificially making their
marketing less relevant to
their customers. Mixing in
random unrelated pieces of
content with relevant ones to calm their customer's fears and
concerns of “privacy” violations.
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This was all the way back in 2011…
Today, it’s hard to avoid anti-business videos and news articles about
the “dangers” of companies like Facebook, Google and other social
networks “spying” on individuals, collecting their data and
“violating” their privacy.
And scariest of all, about how the government should step in and
regulate this activity by potentially ceasing control over certain tech
companies in some pseudo-communistic fashion.
I’ve commonly referred to this ignorant and nauseating display of
self-righteousness by people the “cult of privacy”
The most blatant show of both self-entitlement and disdain for
business and the successful individuals whose purpose it is to fulfill
their purpose to the best of their ability. To make a change in the
world and improve the lives of as many customers as possible.
The most ironic part of this movement is how they have actively
consented to give their information to these platforms from the
moment they created an account.
If users are too lazy to read a website’s user agreement and privacy
policy they can’t really value their almighty privacy that much can
they?
Most importantly that’s not your fault as a business owner or
advertiser. Is it?
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If you have any semblance of agreement with this glorification of
privacy, your failure is inevitable and businesses like mine and those
of my student’s who understand the principals laid out in this book
and vow to use leverage this type of data collection for everything
it’s worth are a walking nightmare to people like you.
I hope you can join us and vow to ethically and ruthlessly fulfill your
purpose and achieve success no matter what it takes. Disregarding
all manufactured stigmas like the demonization of prosperity, the
value of “privacy” or fear of rocking the boat too much

Success and prosperity are your duty to yourself, your family, your
community and your customers.
Don’t let anyone stand in the way of that. Especially somebodies
delusion of privacy or insinuation that you should respect it.
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Another example I can give would be an email I received from
someone after watching a free webinar I hosted about generating
free email leads through social media.
In one part of the webinar, I suggested to viewers to remember that
their Facebook “friends” are the same as followers and potential
leads before explaining how to quickly add the maximum 5000
friends, unfriend them, rinse and repeat.
The act of using this feature for something other than its original
intention bothered this person to the point of not only taking the
time to voice their opinion in an email but suggesting I remove that
section from future showings of the webinar.
I’ll attach a screenshot of this email below for you to take a look
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Not understanding this mindset in the slightest, I honestly believed
this email may have been written in jest and was to be taken as
sarcasm.
I replied with a short explanation of what I covered a couple of
pages earlier.
My success is more important than someone’s petty feelings over
the misuse of a button on a website. It is my sworn mission to use
and leverage every platform as well as abuse and pillage every once
of “private” information people have voluntary given up at my
disposal. Most importantly, I will not apologize for it.
I want you all to take on this same attitude and grab the bull by the
horns with this ruthless attitude toward your business.
Your job is to offer the best possible service you can to your clients
and customers. Not to appease and avoid offending people who
don’t care about and to be blunt, don’t matter.
Rules are meant to be broken and you’re a fool to not use every
loophole to drive more traffic and serve new customers.
If you’re not here to play to win, just quit while you’re ahead.
What many of these privacy cult members don’t understand is how
detrimental their message is to the world on a global scale.
I’ll use the simple example of the data that Apple collects through
the Apple watch.
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The data collected from wearers has been used to supply some of
the largest clinical studies in human history.
Scientists and medical professionals have made massive
breakthroughs in cardiology and heart health from this information.
You can only imagine the types of problems and illnesses we could
cure if companies like Apple weren’t bullied into limiting their data
collection.
Millions die needlessly each year due to curable diseases because
entitled mobs on self-important activists don’t want photos of their
dog or their pointless lives collected and analyzed by tech
companies.
The next time you hear a friend or family member make this side of
the argument feel free to remind them of these facts and most
importantly, take their stance as a personal attack on yourself and
your business.
The less information these companies collect the less successful
your business becomes.
Why do you think Apple Maps are so inferior to Google Maps and
nobody searches from things with Microsoft’s Bing? They bend over
to these activists and collect far less information than Google does.
I know I’ve gone on a bit long with this topic, but it’s important. My
team and I stand for truth, progress, and prosperity and seeing
people willingly preventing progress for their own self-righteous
reasons grinds my gears like nothing else.
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Becoming A Perfectionist (In
The Right Things)
Why perfectionism is important, but can become toxic

The concept of perfectionism is walking the edge of a knife.
Becoming a perfectionist can take you on the road to greatness and
help your business rise above your competition, but it has an ugly
habit of destroying just as many…
Never underestimate the power over giving 110%. Because at the
end of the day the easiest way to market yourself is by having the
best offer, the highest quality product or most valuable service.
I proudly call myself a perfectionist and credit a lot of my success to
it. I can draw a direct line between my most successful ventures both
in business and my personal life to the perfectionist mindset I took
on to make them a reality.
It’s the reason I can proudly boast my Accelerator program is the
highest quality and most effective business opportunity offer on the
internet without even mentioning the thousands of success stories.
It’s also the reason I was able to grow my YouTube channel to
50,000+ subscribers and get my very first video to over 1,000,000 in
a fraction of the time it takes others.
I perfected every detail and became obsessive about the efficiently
of my machine. From the content itself to the 12+ hours of keywords
research and video optimization after the upload.
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The problem comes in when people become perfectionists about
the wrong things.
People throw away countless hours of their lives on perfecting
pointless things like their social media posts, Facebook statuses,
making sure their hair looks like the right way and spending a month
choosing just the right name for their business.
Or my favorite, designing the perfect logo that nobody cares about.

You need to step back and make a short list of which elements of
your life or business actually contribute to your goals.
Earlier I mentioned my 3 Whys formula for problem-solving. You can
use that exact same formula to conduct a process of elimination as
well to find your priorities.
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Let’s say you’re a personal trainer trying to find your priorities and
what you should perfect on in your business.
The Problem: What to perfect on and where to focus my time.
Why do my clients to keep doing business with me?
They get personal guidance and results they want in their physique
Why do my clients see the results they want in their physique?
They’re more efficient at the gym and improve their diet
Why are they more efficient at the gym and have better diets?
They follow my custom workout routines and meal plans
The Solution: Spend time perfecting and crafting better workout
routines and meal plans for my clients.
If this was your 3 Whys you should now spend your time
researching, writing and creating the best damn meal plans and
workout routines you can possibly offer for your clients.
You now understand the reason you get the results you want in your
business, how you’re offering a solution to your clients and exactly
where to put your focus and spend your time.
This is something you want to become a perfectionist on.
Not making sure your website looks perfect or you're using just the
right emojis when you post your clients before and after photos to
Instagram…
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After this, I would recommend you run this formula 2-3 more times
for each part of your business from marketing to automation so you
can learn how to perfect upon and optimize every part of your
machine.
Applying the deep work mental state to tackling these core pillars
will fundamentally transform your business.
One last note on perfectionism is the second trap many
entrepreneurs fall into which is using perfectionism as a mask for
procrastination and excuses.
How so?
Let me give you an example I come up against almost every day new
students inside of my eCommerce coaching group.
8 out of 10 times, one of the first questions I get asked by new
members is about something that is so inconsequential to
anybody's success, but they’ve convinced themselves is the reason
they’re not seeing the results they want.
It’s either related to the design of their logo or the color scheme of
their eCommerce website is turning people off, the font size on the
product pages, what to write in their Instagram bio or something
about “what’s the best Shopify app to do XYZ?”
After months or years of repeated failure and observing other’s
success their minds are working overtime to put the blame on
anything but their own ambition or lack of action.
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Procrastination often manifests itself as the dark side of
perfectionism.
It’s the perfect mask that keeps people stuck in the same place for
years on end.
One thing you’ll often find in life is 20% of your actions generate
80% of your results. The issue is people tend to spend their time on
all of it.
So use the 3 Whys formula to find out what that 20% is and become
a perfectionist at it. Study, experiment and improve your product or
service in weeks instead of years.
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Recreation And Restoration
The importance of rest and enjoying life

I’ve spent the majority of this book discussing and sharing my advice
on becoming more productive, activating deep work in your mind
and removing all unnecessary things from your life.
Because of the principals I teach and the work ethic I showcase to
the world I’m often referred to as a “workaholic” when this couldn’t
be farther from the truth and certainly not what I intend to create in
anybody reading this.
My goal for myself and all of my students is to take full advantage of
this life you’ve been given and to fulfill your purpose to the best of
your ability.
Do I tend to work 12 hour+ days? Yes and a large part of that is
because my work and my mission through this business is so
fulfilling, I enjoy every part of it and I hope you can all say the same.
So to all the people who say I’m obsessed and need balance, damn
right I’m obsessed and “balance” is typically a new term we’ve made
up as an excuse for mediocrity.
But this can be a very slippery slope that can do more harm than
good if you’re too extreme and go about it irrationally. You can easily
go so far as causing what we call “burn out” and loss of passion for
your work. This is a dangerous downward spiral that ruins dreams.
Worst of all, you only get one body and one life. Sacrificing yourself
for your mission hurts more people than it seems to help.
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If you’re in the camp that thinks I’m extreme and a bit obsessive
(which is fine) you may be a bit taken back at this next statement.
Anybody who tells you to give up rest and a full 8 to 9 hours of sleep
each night is a fool who doesn’t deserve your time and attention.
I’ve written a whole section in this book about the links between
your physical health and your mental well being.
Not giving your mind and body time to recover, replenish resources
and restore itself will be your downfall and make every tip I’ve
shared in this book null and void.
Failing to get a sufficient amount of sleep for your brain to recharge
will prevent activating deep work entirely.
And in that same vein, not giving yourself a minimum of one
complete day off each week to do something you enjoy or just to
rest will slowly cause fatigue, burn out and physical effects to your
brain which destroy your focus.
As you’ve read, I’m passionate about rewiring your brain and
developing a healthier balance between productivity and your
brain's pleasure/reward systems. But the keyword there is balance.
You need to reward your brain for work to reprogram it the right
way.
“Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but a longing fulfilled is a tree
of life” - Proverbs 13:12 | The Christian Bible
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Prolonging your brain from reward is going to send the wrong signal
and negatively affect how your mind processes productivity.
Your brain learns new patterns through a sociological phenomena
often referred to as feedback loops.
A feedback loop is the amount of time it takes for your brain to take
an action, act upon the results and improve.
I’ve been teaching you to use this system to your advantage and
train your brain to enjoy work and develop a stronger focus by resensitizing it to pleasure and dopamine releases.
Extending the loop too long will cause damage and slowly program
your brain to resent work more than when you first started.
So how can you maintain this balance?
What I recommend is giving your self semi-regular work hours each
day. Whether that’s 8 hours, 10 hours or ideally 12.
After you’ve put in a complete day of deep work take part in
something you enjoy. Whether it’s eating your one meal if you’re
intermittent fasting, watching a movie or your favorite series or
setting aside an hour or two to play a video game you enjoy.
Just make sure your brain is rewarded for work each day (and do not
overdo it. 12 hours of work does not mean you get 12 hours of play).
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Conclusion & Where To Go Next
If you’ve made it to this point in the book, I have to say both thank you
and congratulations for making the right choice to improve yourself and
start the process of transcending your own mind to achieve higher levels
of success in both your life and business.
I promise you, if you apply these principals your life will be taken to a
whole new level. I’ve seen complete idiots take these principals, apply
them to their life and run circles around people with 4-digit IQs.
Our mission at DeepWork to help turn neurotic, do-everything b-type
entrepreneurs (also known as wantrepreneurs) into hyper-focused,
dangerously productive A-type entrepreneurs who accomplish more in
one week than others do in one year.
We do this by helping operators in any field or niche to confront their
inner devil and remove all toxic and unnecessary distractions to activate
deep work quickly and easily through our various training products and
personal mentorship inside our mastermind groups
Imagine starting a business today that allowed you to quit your job in the
next 60 days and create a full-time online income?
Not only that but do so by creating a product that brings true value to
people you can be proud of. That's why knowledge-commerce is s
powerful. We give everybody from complete beginners to existing
coaches, consultants and experts the complete toolkit to package and
sell their expertise with the world.
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I want to give you every tool, step-by-step training and personal
mentorship you need to create your first full time income online in the
next 30 - 60 days by introducing you to the Knowledge-Commerce
Accelerator Program.
This program has been battle tested over 3 years and as of today has
created over 2500 success stories, 342+ six figure earners and those who
follow this program and act upon it quit their 9-5 jobs in an average of 30
days.
I hope I can take you under my wing and include you in that group.

Click Here To Get Instant Access

Welcome to the top floor
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